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Leadership means bringing people together in pursuit of a common cause, developing a plan to 
achieve it, and staying with it until the goal is achieved. If the leader holds a public or private 
position with other defined responsibilities, leadership also requires the ability to carry out those 
tasks and to respond to unforeseen problems and opportunities when they arise. It is helpful to be 
able to clearly articulate a vision of where you want to go, develop a realistic strategy to get there, 
and attract talented, committed people with a wide variety of knowledge, perspectives, and skills to 
do what needs to be done.!
! ! ! ! ! ! President Bill Clinton, Fortune Magazine, May 2014!!!
1. The spirits that I called .......!!
After many years in the Middle East, in the Islamic culture, not just the high-rise buildings have 
continued to grow, the airlines have become Global Carriers, the proportion of foreigners vs. locals 
grew from 1:3 to 1:10, but also grew the contradictions between Islamic faith and lived reality, 
visible everywhere.!!
Dubai developed into a cosmopolitan, hospitable Emirate in the UAE that offers its guests 
everything they expect elsewhere, alcohol almost anywhere, pork in German beer gardens, 
beautiful women from all over the world, all things in stark contradiction with the Islamic culture. 
Superlatives such as the Burj Al Khalifa (828 m), 7 star hotels, artificial islands, the world's largest 
airport - everything creates claims, too much for some locals and religious leaders.!!
Dubai is proud of the World Fair in 2020, Qatar expects the World Cup 2022. Both events are 
already setting the marks, with investments in the hundreds of billions of dollars, however, much of 
the newly built infrastructure such as subways, elevated railways, tramways, 12-lane highways, 
airports and football stadiums at each corner are permanent investments. Abu Dhabi and Qatar 
build huge museums (Louvre, Guggenheim), and afford symphony orchestras of the highest 
category. Film festivals, jazz festivals, Beyonce, Rolling Stones, Eagles, everybody stops over. 
Unlike in Dubai, which is as always a pioneer, Qatar still has its difficulties with the 
cosmopolitanism. In particular, after the change of the Emir and the government last fall, there 
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seems to have been a draw back. The large international attention in connection with the 2022 
World Cup in Qatar irritates clearly. The recent reports of the fatalities at the construction of high-
rise buildings and infrastructure, as well as the practices with the residence permits led to long 
speechlessness. The world is interested in the fate of construction workers and domestic helpers 
from the third world countries.!!
Recently, the international criticism of the work and residence permits was taken as an opportunity 
to change the laws according to the practices in the UAE. Till now, the Qatari employer has the 
right to assign work and residence permits and collect the passports, while the employee has to 
get the employers approval for any departure from Qatar. Change of employer in Qatar is not 
possible without his consent.!!
No sooner as the new liberal legislation was published (the award of the residence permit through 
the Ministry of the Interior, after 2-5 years each employee can change employers in Qatar without 
restrictions, leave Qatar at any time), the Qatari Business representatives went public and 
condemned the plans as driving up costs, as employee turnover is expensive and would delay the 
projects.!!
In Qatar, the observer now has the impression that the 2022 World Cup, with in public beer 
drinking and embracing football fans, are a genie which you can not get back into the bottle. The 
spirits that I called, I can no longer get rid off, some Qatari must be thinking. Does Qatar perhaps 
no longer want the 2022 World Cup? With the current FIFA investigations around the potential 
corruption involved getting the WM to Qatar, the soccer Fest might be re-tendered. Perhaps not all 
un-welcomed by some in Qatar?!!
Anyway, only eight years until the World Cup in Qatar, and many other major events, including the 
handball world championship next year. Possibly also the Winter Olympics when one hears these 
days that no country is interested in the Winter Olympics 2022. The spirits are released, the 
acceptance problems will subside.!!
(Tilmann Gabriel lives and works in Abu Dhabi, Dubai and Qatar since 2003)!!!
2. Supporting you with the right Strategy and Business Model!!
tianaero is offering Strategy Workshops for companies. We have found that start-ups and compa-
nies in difficult terrain do not take the time or have the resources to facilitate an effective strategy 
workshop which focuses on the future, the R&D, the changing markets, or the changing customer 
portfolio, but focus primarily on meeting the once agreed business plan and the immediate next 
year as a business plan. Meeting the business plan becomes the target.!!
And then what? Often times companies speak of strategy planning, an oxymoron, as goals and 
actions in a planning process inhibit strategic thinking (Henry Mintzberg).!!
We at tianaero believe that the strategy has to win its place in the annual company cycle, probably 
in the middle of the fiscal year before the next budget becomes the most important priority. 
Bringing the company leadership into an off-site meeting room for a day or two, Strategy 
discussions develop only after the daily routines are left outside the room. Key elements should be:!!

What is Strategy!
Define Market Opportunities and Threats!
Choosing a Unique Position!
Meaningful & Poignant Values!
Formulate a Strategy – Avoid Fluff, Blue-sky Objectives, not facing problems!
Greek Word Strategia = Art of War!!
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Guiding Policy – Coherent Action!
Transformational Leadership!
Tactics for Strategy Execution!!

As a next step, we recommend 
formulating the Business Model for your 
company. Starting with your segmented 
customers and your value propositions, 
we will look for the channels and 
customer relationship, matching your 
customers with your company values. 
This relation also defines the  revenue 
stream. On the other hand, you have the 
key resources, partners and activities 
which define your cost structure. Are 
your value propositions good enough to 
create revenue streams which exceed 
your cost structure?!!!
3. Next Speaking Engagement!!
Tilmann Gabriel will present about “Marketing Gravity in Business Aviation”  at the !!
2nd Annual Baltic Business Aviation!

26th June 2014!

Tallink Spa & Conference Hotel!

Tallinn, Estonia 

Check www.aeropodium.com/bba.html!!!!
Contact us!!!
In our UAE Head Office or our representation office in Berlin/Michendorf!!
tianaero FZE! ! ! ! ! tianaero Branch Office!
PO Box 17221!! ! ! ! Bussardsteig 1!
Ras Al Khaimah Free Zone! ! ! 14552 Michendorf!
Ras Al Khaimah, UAE!! ! ! Germany!
Tel: +971 55 9820064!! ! ! Tel: +49 171 2916222 !
info@tianaero.com! ! ! ! info@tiansalo.com
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